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For a school system with bloated costs and poor achievement, with political correctness in the 
classrooms and violence in the halls, dance instruction may seem yet another distraction from 
teaching core skills and knowledge. But if Mad Hot Ballroom is anything to go by, that judgment 
would be false. As we see the ten and eleven-year-olds learning foxtrot, meringue, rumba, swing, and 
tango, we also see them learning the most important lessons of life, the traits of character they will 
need as adults even more than they will need geometry or American history. 

But let’s start with the charm factor. Agrelo and Sewell follow the almost-adolescent students both in 
class and  outside, eavesdropping on their conversations on playgrounds and at home. The 
documentary features three very different schools: P.S. 150, in Manhattan’s upscale Tribeca 
neighbourhood; P.S. 112 in Bensonhurst, a working class neighbourhood in Brooklyn, traditionally 
Italian but now half-Asian; and P.S. 115 in Washington Heights, on Manhattan’s far-upper West 
Side, with its large population of immigrants from the Dominican Republic. The diversity brings out 
different styles in the common dances the students learn—and common themes in the different lives 
they lead. Along the way, in the framing of every scene, the filmmakers convey their love of New 
York, as if to say, as Samuel Johnson said of London, that he who tires of this city has tired of life. 

The Tribeca children come from families of urbane and successful professionals. They are highly 
articulate, aware of the world in which their parents move, and precociously, if precariously, self-
assured. Know-it-all Emma confidently passes along to her friends various factoids she has heard, 
such as the discovery that women actually are “the higher civilization.” Cyrus, a dour, diminutive boy 
with a gold earring, is prematurely versed in the ways of the world and more than willing to 
challenge the adults around him, as when he confronts a contest judge to complain of a low score. 
(In interviews, Agrelo says that when she first met with the class to explain how the filming would 
work, Cyrus asked if she had a distribution deal in place yet.) 

In Bensonhurst, the camera lingers on Michael, an easygoing boy, at once earnest and goofy, as he 
rambles on about dance, girls, and marriage while playing Foosball with his buddies. Two Chinese 
girls converse on a park bench, speaking demurely but with ill-concealed excitement about the 
prospect of romance. A Jewish boy serves as DJ in class because he’s not allowed to dance. “It’s 
against my religion,” he tells us. “It’s against his, too,” he adds, pointing to Mohammad, a shy Arab 
who says he likes it here because “people accept you.” Of all the students, the Bensonhurst kids seem 



most anchored in their world, taking life, people, and the ups and downs of competition as they 
come. 

The Washington Heights children face a harsher reality. Despite what appear to be fairly close-knit 
families, the vast majority live below the poverty line. Drug-dealing is business as usual on the 
streets. Like their Tribeca peers, these kids seem wise beyond their years—but not about distribution 
deals and the like. The girls talk frankly about wanting a husband who won’t cheat on them, who 
won’t get into drugs, “who wants to make something of himself. And who respects me.” But dancing 
is clearly a source of joy. For a few troubled students it is a source of self-discipline. And, oh, can 
they dance! By the end of the course, their performances are simply breath-taking. 

Winner of eight International awards. 

View trailer 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-rlJuTC637c

